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Engineer Is 

Enthusiastic 

About Odd 

Nevv Home 

1. Quick Reading

Look at the pictures on page 3.

What is the story about?

Now read quickly to get the main idea .

. PORTLAND, OR, USA 1 Bruce Campbell recently 

bought his dream home. Campbell, 49, is not someone 

who follows the crowd. Instead of a traditional 

house in the suburbs, he got a 727! 2 He paid $100,000 

for his new home, which used to belong to the Greek 

airline Olympic Airways. 

3Campbell's unusual home is parked on his rural 

property near the city of Portland. 4He cleaned the 

cabin and took out most of the seats. "Now it's a 

palace in here!" he says. 5The cabin is huge, but the 

bathrooms, on the other hand, are tiny. 6Campbell 

plans on using the cockpit as his 9ffice. 

7Campbell, an engineer, is enthusiastic about his· 

new home. The plane is much stronger than most 

homes, he points out. And the roof will never leak! 

8At present, Mr. Campbell is a bachelor. But what if 

he meets his soul mate?'Th�n, he jokes, he'll buy a 

huge 747! 

727: a large jet airplane made by f:!oeing 

rural: in the countryside 

cockpit: the place where the pilot sits to fly the plane 

�.r;b .a���c.� 
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Bruce Campbell cleaning his new home. 
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Unit 1 

New idioms an-d 
be enthusiastic about something 

follow the crowd 

instead of (doing) something 

pay for something* 

belong to someone* 

take something out* 

on the other hand 

plan on (doing) something* 

point something out* 

at present 

what if 

soul mate 

expressions - -
like something very much 

do what everyone else does 

· in the place of (doing) something

· give money for something

be the property of someone

remove something

however; in contrast

expect (to do) something in the future

explain something; show something

now

what will happen if

perfect life partner

Words in parentheses ( ) can occur with an idiom, but don't have to. *phrasal verb (see Lexicon, pp.116-150 and Appendix D,
pp.111-115)

� 2. Listen 

Cover the story and look only at these pictures. Listen to the story two or 

three times. 

Note: As the tape or your teacher says a number, look at the corresponding 

picture. 

D,-----:-:----
N ow it's a palace 

in here.' 
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3. Read the Story

Now read the story carefully. Pay special attention to the idioms so that you're

ready for Exercise 4.

� 4. Listen and complete 

Close your book. Listen to the story again. When the tape or your teacher pauses, 

try to complete the idiom. 

5. Match

Complete the idioms using the words in the box. Then write the number of the

matching definition.

of mate 

hand 

5 
a. on the other

b. at

C. follow

d. instead

e. be enthusiastic

_f. take

g. soul

6. Tell the story

out 

hand 

the crowd 

about 

present 

1. do what everyone else does

2. remove

3. like very much

4. perfect life partner

5. however

6. in the place of

7.now

Look only at the pictures and the New Idioms box on page 3. Tell the story using as many

idioms as you can.

a. First, work with the whole class to retell the story.

b. Then tell the story to a partner or small group.
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a. How much did Campbell pay for his new home?

b. Who did the plane belong to before Campbell bought it?

c. What did he do to the cabin?

d. What does he plan on doing with the cockpit?

e. Why is Campbell enthusiastic about his new home?

f. What is his marital status at present?

g. What if he meets his soul mate?

h. Do you think Campbell will easily find a soul mate? Why or why not?

i. Would you be enthusiastic about living in a plane? Why or why not?

About you ....................................... · .. ····················· 

j. What are you enthusiastic about?

k. Do you like to follow the crowd? (In fashion? In music?)

l. What kind of person would be a soul mate for you?

m. What things do you have to pay for every month?

n. Where are you living at present?

o. What do you plan on doing this weekend?

I§ 8. Take a Dictation 

Unit 1 

Listen to the tape or your teacher-and write the dictation in your notebook. 

9. complete the Idioms

a. Sam certainly does not follow the. Cr'OWd in fashion. 

At ----------, his favorite outfit is a tuxedo jacket 

with shorts. He wears it every day. 

b. Mira is enthusiastic _________ _

plans _________ _

c. Luka decided to pay __________ dinner with cash

instead with a credit card.
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10. Look at Grammar

be enthusiastic about something

be enthusiastic about doing something

Henry's enthusiastic about soccer. 

He's enthusiastic about playing soccer. 

pay for something 

pay money for something 

I paid for dinner last night. 

I paid $50 for dinner last night. 

Note: You pay rent, pay bills, and pay tuition; but you pay for dinner, clothes, a car, 
and most other things. 

take out something (from a place) 

take something out (of a place) 

I often take out books from the library. 

I often take books out of the library. 

Note: Take out is a transitive, separable phrasal verb. For further explanation on 
phrasal verbs, see Appendix D, pp. 111-115. 

Complete the sentences with help from the grammar box above. Make sure they are 

true for you. 

a. I paid ----------------------- food last week.

b. I also paid for last week. 

c. Yesterday, I paid _________________________ _

d. I'm very enthusiastic ________________________ _

because------------------------------

e. I like to take ______________________ of the library.

11. Write a Dialogue

Work with a partner. Write a dialogue using at least four idioms from the unit.

Act it out for the class.
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Unit J 

12. Complete the Story
a. Fill in the blanks in th. t 

f 
Is rue story ·th ·d. rom the box. Put the v . WI I IOms

and tense.
erbs m the correct form

Tired of Waste 

• on
_ 
the other hand• Point out (v)

• What if
• instead of
• plan on (v)
• be enthusiastic about• pay ... for (v)

Carlton, WA, USA Doug and Michelle Wilcox's dream house is good to the 

environment. The couple built their home from recycled materials 

Cl) /IISfeacf of wood or brick. They used 1,600 old tires 

and thousands of tin cans. "There are six billion people on our planet, and we 
can't keep on* wasting precious natural resources," Doug Wilcox 

(2) -----------

The walls are made of old tires packed with dirt. Tin cans fill the walls between 

the tires. There are large windows on the south side of the house, which take

advantage of** the sun to generate electricity. 

The Wilcoxes built tlie house themselves.' It was very hard work, but they 

(3) ___________ only $20 a square foot __________ _
it. Traditional houses, (4) ___________ , cost between $45 and $65 a

square foot.

(5) ___________ there is an earthquake? Tom Griepentrog, a civil
engineer, says, "The house is earthquake-proof. It's extremely safe and stable."

The Wilcoxes (6) 
it feels right," says Michelle. In the future, they 
(7) _____________ helping
other people to build tire houses.
"We want to teach people to respect the Earth,"
they say.

*keep on doing something: continue to do something

**take advantage of something: use something well 

b. Read or tell the story t 0 a partner.

their tire house. "For us 

(v) 
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Man Eats Out 

and Gets More 

Than He 

Ordere,d 

1. Quick Reading

Look at the pictures on page 9.

What is the story about?

Now read quickly to get the main idea.

DELTONA, FL, USA 1Henry Snowden, 31, decided to eat out one 

Friday night. He pull'i!d into a drive-up window at Burger King. 

Hungry as a bear, t:le. ordered a large burger, large fries, and a king

size drink. 2snowde111, got his fast food as well as a big surprise. 

Stuffed inside one of the paper bags was $4,170! 

3"1 lookedat the money as I ate. I knew immediately I should give it 

back," Snowden said. 4But Snowden did not return the money right 

off the bat. He went home to sleep on· it. "I've got to say I was 

tempted to keep it," he admitted. 

ssnowden went back to Burger King the next day to give back the 

money. 6Restaurant workers greeted him with tears in their eyes and 

gave him lunch on the house. 7fhey explained that the restaurant 

puts its bank deposits in paper bags to prevent robberies. By 

mistake, a clerk gave Snowden the wrong paper bag. 

SBurger King may offer Snowden a reward. But Snowden says there's 

something even better-he has a clear conscience. "I'm glad I did 

the right thing. I feel better than I've ever felt." 

be tempted: be strongly attracted to an idea 
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Graffiti 

Makes 

Him See 

Red 

1. Quick Reading

Look at the pictures on page 63.

What is the story about?

Now read quickly to get the main idea.

DENVER, CO, USA 1 Mike Quintana can't stand graffiti. It makes him 
see red. 2 Quintana owns Sloan Lake Gym in Denver. Like other 
business owners there, he spends a lot of time trying to get rid of

the graffiti on his walls. "It takes business owners all their lives to 
buil,? something. Then punks come to their buildings and put their 
nari{e\ all over the place. It's demoralizing," says Quintana. 
3Quintana also tries to do away with graffiti in his neighborhood. A 
few times_a· week, he drives around looking for new graffiti. He 
paints over the graffiti on park benches, garbage cans, and walls. 

40ne recent evening, Quintana heard a noise outside his gym and 
caught three teens red-handed. They were spray painting graffiti 
on his building. 5 He pulled one teen into the gym, and the other two 
followed.' There was a fight. 6Somehow Quintana got the upper

hand and called the police, who put the teens in handcuffs. Then one 
of the teens threatened ·to kill Quintana. 7That was the last straw.

Quintana hit the ceiling. He grabbed a can of red paint and sprayed 
two of the boys in the face. 

8 Now Quintana is paying the price for losing his cool. He was 
arrested, convicted of assault, and sentenced to 40 hours of 
community service. "Two wrongs don't make a right," said the judge. 

punks: young people who commit petty crimes 

convicted of assault: found guilty of trying to do physical harm to someone 

Mike Quintana hates 
graffiti. 

62 Can You Believe It? 
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Unit 10 

New idioms and expressions 
see red · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · be very angry 

can't stand something · · · · · · · · · · · · · · dislike something very r:nuch 

get rid of something · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · remove; throw something away 

all over the place · · · · , · · · · · · · · · everywhere 

do away with something* · · · · · · · · · · · put an end to something; destroy something

look for someone or something* ·····try to find someone or something 

catch someone red-handed · · · · · · · · catch someone in the act of doing something

wrong 

get the upper hand · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · get the power or advantage 

That's the last straw! · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · After so many problems, that's just too much to 

endure! 

hit the ceiling · , · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · become very angry

pay the price (for son:aething) · · · · · · · · · receive punishment (for something) 

lose one's cool · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · get angry; lose one's temper 
recycled idiom: spend time *phrasal verb (see Lexicon and Appendix D)

� 2. Listen 

Cover the story and look only at these pictures. Listen to the story two or 

three times. 



12. Complete the Dialogue
• settle down (v)
• hit the road (v)
• keep up with (v)
• dream of (v)

a. Luisa and Antonio are a married couple talking

about their next vacation. Fill in the blanks with

idioms from the box. Put the verbs in the correct

form and tense.
• out of the ordinary

Honey, look at this brochure 

about the Colorado River. 

• on the road
• run into (v)

Oh, no. What are you 
(1) --------

now? 

I want to (2) ___________ next summer 

and do something fun. Something 

(3) ----------· This would be perfect!

What do you mean, perfect? 

Well, we could raft for a week on the river! 

No, the Colorado River is too dangerous. We could 

(4) __________ problems.

Antonio, you're so boring! You never 

want to do anything. 

And all you want to do is go, go, go. You always want to be 

(5) _______ _

Is that bad? 

No, darling, but it's hard for me to (6) _________ _ 

you. I want a quiet vacation for a change*. You know I like to 

(7) · in one place and just chill out**. 

* for a change: for once; for something different

** chill out: relax (informal) 

b. Work with a partner. Role-play the dialogue together.

f:I 
u 

f:I 
u 

f:I 
u 

Unit 11 
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A One-of-a. 

Kind Hotel 

1. Quick Reading

Look at the pictures on page 75.

What is the story about?

Now read quickly to get the main idea.

KEY LARGO, FL, USA 1Jules' Undersea Lodge in Key Largo is a one-of-a-kind 

hotel. It is completely underwater! It sits on legs at the bottom of a 30-foot

deep lagoon, completely underwater. To check in, you have to scuba dive and 

enter through a hole under the hotel. 2This hole leads to a "wet" room where 

you take 01:f your wet clothes and dry off. 

3The underwater hotel is comfortable. There are books, videos, hot showers, 

and also phones so you can keep in touch with people on land. 4Each of the 

two bedrooms has a big window where you can watch hundreds of fish go 

by. When you wake up, you may see an angelfish or parrotfish watching you. 

"It's a moment you'll never forget," says Ian Koblick, an underwater scientist. 

5For special occasions, the hotel gives you the red-carpet treatment. A 

chef can scuba dive to the hotel and cook a special meal for you. A birthday 

cake or flowers can also be delivered. 

GA control room on land monitors the hotel at all times. It pumps fresh air 

into the hotel and keeps water out. 7You can explore the ocean attached to 

a long line, which provides a limitless air supply. But if diving is not your cup 

of tea, you can relax inside the hotel. 

8Yes, you'll pay through the nose for a night at Jules' Lodge ($325 per 

person), but you'll have a ball. "To live beneath the sea was once just a 

science fiction fantasy. Now it is a reality," says owner Dr. Neil Monney. 

lagoon: a shallow body of water near a lake or ocean 

monitor: watch or check carefully 

74 Can You Believe It? 
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Appendix C: Idiom Groups 
This appendix categorizes idioms and expressions in different ways to help you learn and remember. 

Pages 105-107 Idioms grouped according to form 

Page 105 Idioms that use ... 
Nature 
The House and Things in It 
The World 
Sports 
Colors 
Body Parts 

Page 106 Idioms that use ... 
Up and Down 
All 

And 

First and last 
In and On

Page 107 Idioms that use verbs 
Drive 
Get 
Give 
Go 

Have 
Hit 
Keep 
look 
Make 
Pay 

Take 

Pages 108-110 Idioms grouped according to meaning 

Page 108 Idioms related to marriage 
Idioms related to the future 

Page 109 Idioms related to contact and communication 
Idioms related to travel 

Page 110 Idioms related to time 
Idioms related to feeling good and feeling bad 

· 104 Can You Believe It? Book3 



Idioms grouped according to form 

Nature 
out of the woods
be in one's element
the last straw 
in a flash 
break ground
as hungry as a bear
go out on a limb 

<I( 

The House 
and Things in It 

on the house
hit the ceiling
around the clock
pipe dream 
red tape 
not one's cup of tea

The world 
why in the world?
on top of the world
globe-trotting/ 

globe-trotter

Appendix C 

Idioms 

that 

Sports 
right off the bat
have a ball 
be a good sport
a close call 

Colors 
see red
red tape
catch someone red-handed

Body Parts �,,. r-r-,,_ 

. be out of one's mind - L. _: 

change one's mind 

-catch someone red-handed
_ get the upper hand 
on the other hand 

go head to head
face-to-face 

,---'-, 

�-.... keep a stiff upper lip

pay through the nose

fight tooth and nail

·the first leg

.
the last l�g 

I � I 
:-Jj

b
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Can You Believe It? 
Stories and Idioms from Real Life 

Book 3 

Can You Believe It? is a three-level series that integrates true and memorable readings 

with idioms and vocabulary development. Can You Believe It? combines a holistic 
approach to reading with a thorough treatment of high-frequency idioms, phrasal 
verbs, and fixed expressions. 

Designed for young adult and adult students of ESL/EFL at the beginning through 
intermediate levels, Can You Believe It? allows teachers to address reading, oral, and 
vocabulary acquisition skills together. With the lively visual and aural presentation in. 
this series, the stories and lexical expressions come to life, enhancing student recall of 
content and vocabulary. 

Features: 

+ Unusual and true news stories on a wide range of topics capture student interest

from the very start

+ Common and essential idioms are presented in engaging, real contexts
that provide clear meaning and natural use of new vocabulary

+ Lively comic-strip style illustrations and accompanying cassettes provide richly
contextualized visual and aural input and reinforcement of content and idioms

+ Ample opportunities for producing idioms in speaking and writing are provided
through story retelling, thought-provoking personal questions, dialogue
production, and dictation

+ Review Units allow additional practice of form and meaning of idioms in
enjoyable new contexts

+ A complete Lexicon offers additional information on collocations, grammar,
synonyms, and antonyms
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Beginning Level 

Book 1 0-19-437279-0 

Cassette 0-19-437280-4 

High-Beginning Level 

Book 2 0-19-437275-8 
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